Introduction
Hydraulic design often tends to be on a conservative side for safety reasons. Hydraulic structures are typically oversized, with the goal being reduced future maintenance costs and reduced risk of property owner complaints. This approach leads to a conservative design with higher construction costs. Therefore, there is a need to quantify the cost-benefit aspect of this conservative approach. Accordingly, this project has the following three objectives:
(i) Compare design policies of INDOT with those of border states (Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, and Kentucky) ; (ii) Perform costbenefit analysis of large versus smaller hydraulic structures in terms of capital and maintenance costs; and (iii) Investigate ways to improve the hydraulic design by looking at the effect of input data and sources.
Findings
N In general, the hydrologic design policies implemented by Indiana (INDOT) and Michigan are most updated compared to Ohio, Illinois, and Kentucky design policies. For example, INDOT uses TR20 and HEC1 software programs for computing design discharge, whereas Illinois hydrologic policy recommends the use of USGS regression equations.
N The magnitude of INDOT design discharge (Q 100 ) is conservative in comparison to Illinois and Kentucky design discharge (Q 50 or less). The magnitude of design discharge for Michigan and Ohio is similar to that for Indiana. N INDOT's culvert design discharge magnitude (Q100) is conservative in comparison to other states' culvert design discharge magnitudes. For example, Illinois uses Q50 as design discharge compared to Q100 by Indiana. N INDOT's maximum back water limit criterion (1.5'') for new alignment culverts is not found in neighboring states' design manual. The maximum back water limit criterion becomes limit criterion for culvert design (culvert size) in many cases. N An increase in backwater limit to 1' will result in 44% reduction in culvert size (represented as culvert area) with an average backwater of 0.79'. Increase in backwater limit will also increase the outlet velocity by 72% that may result into extra cost in outlet protection structures.
N Depending on the type and the size of the culvert, a change in hydraulic policy may result in saving from 12 to 58% of the original cost associated with the current conservative design.
Implementation
The hydraulics division at INDOT will use the findings from the final project report in determining the modifications to the current hydraulics design policies. Table 2 .1 Reduction in culvert structure size due to increase in backwater limit to 1' 5 Table 2 .2 Average saving in bid price due to increase in back water limit to 1' 5 Table 2 .3 Average increase in cost in replacement of existing structures 7 
INTRODUCTION
Hydraulics plays a major role in highway engineering to collect, transport, and dispose surface water originating on or near the highway right-of-way, to handle river and other water crossings, and to handle subsurface water conditions. Hydraulic or drainage design is a unique field of Civil Engineering, because most often it relies on empirical equations, judgment, experience, and common sense to find answers to engineering questions. The hydraulic engineering judgments or decisions are guided by drainage design methodologies. Therefore, the drainage designer must fully understand each method that is employed, including its limitations. Because of this empirical approach, hydraulic designs tend to be on a conservative side for safety reasons. Hydraulic structures are typically oversized to reduce future maintenance costs the risk of property owner complaints. This approach leads to conservative design with higher construction costs. Therefore, there is a need to quantify the cost-benefit aspect of this conservative approach. There is a need to quantify the trade-off between conservative design versus maintenance and legal costs due to complaints/lawsuits from property owners. In addition, the INDOT Production Management Division has been asked to provide suggestions for reducing construction costs. Studying culvert sizing policies to determine situations for making less conservative design would be a good starting point in reducing the overall construction costs. Accordingly, this project has the following three objectives:
1. Compare design policies of INDOT with those of border states (Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, and Kentucky) . 2. Perform cost-benefit analysis of large versus smaller hydraulic structures in terms of capital and maintenance costs.
3. Investigate ways to improve the hydraulic design by looking at the effect of input data and sources.
Description of the project task related to each objective is presented in the following sections. Span length for bridge . 3 spans minimum span length should be . 100 ft for the spans over the main channel for bridge of 3 spans central span length should be maximized for bridge of 2 spans subject to approval of hydraulic engineer 7
Scour Depth for bridge foundation Maximum scour depth for Q100 flood, and apply a geotechnical factor of safety 2 to 3. check with Q500 (Q100 * 1.7) 8
Temporary-Runaround structure Road Serviceability Q25/ Q10/ Q2 Allowable Velocity Q10/Q10/Q2 9 Channel Clearing Note 1: The traveled way overtopping flood level identifies the limit of serviceability Note 2: Q100 is for: Freeway, Multilane Non-Freeway, Two Lane facility with AADT . 3000 and ramp, Q25 is for: Two lane facility with 1000 , AADT , 3000, and Q10 is for: Two lane facility with AADT , 1000, and Q10 is for: Two lane facility with AADT , 1000 Note 3: Hydraulic engineer approval is required to exceed the limit of 1.5'' Note 4: FHWA does not require economic justification for a bridge that causes less than 12'' of backwater Therefore, a formal risk assessment will not be required (1) INDOT's culvert design discharge magnitude (Q 100 ) is conservative in comparison to other states' culvert design discharge magnitudes. For example, Illinois uses Q 50 as design discharge compared to Q 100 by Indiana. (2) INDOT's maximum back water limit criterion (1.5'') for new alignment culverts is not found in neighboring states' design manual (Table 1. 3). The maximum back water limit criterion becomes limit criterion for culvert design (culvert size) in many cases.
Bridge Design Policy Comparison
The main features of INDOT design policy are listed in Table 1 .4. Comparison of INDOT's bridge design policy with policies from other states is not conducted because the SAC agreed to restrict the comparison for culverts only.
TASK 2: COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The cost benefit analysis is performed in the light of suggested revision in culvert hydraulics policy (Box 1). INDOT provided a total of sixteen culvert design examples including both new-alignment and replacement structures. These culvert designs are reviewed, and structures are redesigned (if needed) to have a maximum back water of 1' as suggested in the revised INDOT policy. A comparison of old design with new design is made to quantify the changes in culvert size and outlet velocity.
To convert culvert size reduction into actual dollar amount, a regression model (Section 2.3) is developed based on bid prices of more than 500 culverts. The bid price data for this analysis is provided by INDOT. Bid prices used in this analysis represent ''fully loaded'' prices of per unit length of finished work including all materials, time, and labor. Because of the competition, bid prices may be influenced by other factors that go beyond the cost of actual labor and materials alone.
Culvert Re-designing
Out of sixteen culvert designs reviewed, seven designs (referred as Group 1) used 0.14' maximum backwater, but can have up to 1' maximum backwater as per the suggested revision (see 'Culv7-NewAlg' sheet in Culvert_Ana_Rev2.xlx). The remaining nine culvert designs (referred as Group 2) either used 1' maximum backwater mostly because they were replacement structures, or 1' backwater was implemented with special permission from INDOT (see 'Culv9-Replace' sheet in Culvert_Ana_Rev2.xlx). Group 1 culverts were redesigned using HY-8 for maximum 1' backwater limit. There were twelve culvert designs (sample size) in Group 1, because in most cases each culvert site has two (alternative) proposed structures. Several (range: 3-7) alternative structures were tried until backwater reached the maximum limit of 1.0' ('Culv7-NewAlg' sheet in Culvert_Ana_Rev2.xlx).
Specific Example of New Alignment Structures
Five structures in Group 1 are 4-sided concrete box culverts. Bid prices corresponding to the same culvert size (in terms of area) are compared for the original proposed structure and the reduced structure size after implementing the 1' backwater limit. There is a wide range of bid prices corresponding to same structure size (Fig.2.1 a -d) . Factors affecting unit bid price include total length of finished work, competition among bidders, and site accessibility. Average saving as a result of reduction in structure size is presented in Table 2 .2. One to one match (corresponding to same contact number) is not found in the provided data, and thus only general results are presented.
Specific example of replacement/special permission structures
There are nine structures where 1' backwater was used either because they were replacement structures or new structure with special permission of 1' backwater. In some cases, existing backwater was excessively high. These structures include CN-51750-US50 Seg. Box 1: JTRP's suggestions for revision in culvert hydraulics policy.
ture (3' diameter corrugated steel pipe) with a backwater of 9.5', SR66 Spencer County Dest#0800794 (10' diameter structural steel pipe) with a backwater of 4.4', and US 24 Newton County, Des. # 0200068 (4'63' concrete box) with a backwater of 3.5'. In eight out of nine proposed structures, 1' maximum backwater limit was implemented. In one structure special permission was provided for 3.02' backwater (US421 Carol County, Des. #0201034).
One particular revision suggested for existing culverts: 'Match or decrease existing backwater (will require smooth and corrugated option)' may have detrimental effects on the proposed structures. As shown earlier, some existing structures may have excessive backwater due to either under design of the existing structure, or change in the land cover condition (e.g. increased urbanization) in the catchment area. Hence an upper limit (e.g., 1' backwater) should also be included as a part of existing culverts.
Bid price comparison of the exiting and replacement structures is presented in Table 2 .3. For two replacement structures, existing structure and replacement structures are of 4-sided concrete box, hence comparison using both bid data and the regression model (Section 2.3) is performed (Fig. 2.2 and Table 1.3). For three structures, existing structures are of pipe type, and replacement structures are of 4-sided concrete box. For these three structures bid price for existing structure is calculated for equivalent size 4-sided concrete box structure (pipe size data is not available yet) using the 4-sided general regression model (Section 2.3). Five replacement structures presented in Table 2 .3 has resulted in average 40% increase (range 29.5% to 53%) in culvert bid price. Remaining three structures are new alignment structure, and special permission was given for 1' backwater. Hence, no bid price comparison is made with for these three structures (see Culv9-Replace sheet in Culvert_Analysis_Rev2.xlsx).
General Linear Regression Model for cost-benefit analysis
INDOT provided the data for bid prices of culvert structures (3-sided and 4-sided structures) between year 2005 and 2010. Based on these data, a general linear regression model is developed for 3-sided and 4-sided structures, separately. Major steps involved in model development are briefly described below.
Step1: The data is cleaned up to have only 3-sided and 4-sided culvert structures. Accessories structures such as wing wall, head wall, retaining walls, tie-back wall, etc. were removed from the original data because these items were quoted separately from the culvert structures.
Step2: Necessary unit conversion is implemented to bring all data in a single unit format i.e. culvert structure in ft6ft, and bid price in $$ per unit length (foot) of the culvert structure.
Step3: Culvert sizes are represented in terms of their area, e.g. 6 ft64 ft culverts is represented by 24 ft 2 culvert area. No distinction is made when two structure sizes resulted in the same area e.g. 6ft64 ft and 8ft63 ft.
Step4: Three-sided and 4-sided structures are analyzed separately. Three-sided structures are in general higher sizes (average: 196 ft Step5: Logarithmic transformation (log 10 ) is implemented in per unit bid price to stabilize the variance in the data.
Step6: Given bid prices are for year 2005 to 2010. For four sided structures, separating the data set into different years (to account for inflation) were tried, but final results are presented by combining all the data sets to cover wide range of structure sizes and large number of sample sizes. In the case of 4 sided structures final sample size (after removing outliers) is 433 and for 3-sided structures sample size is 137.
Step7: Linear regression model is implemented in SAS, and outliers are removed based on cookd values. Ten outlier observations (cookd . 0.02) were removed 
53%
Note 1: increase from data is calculated from 10*8 size structure because no 19*4 structure was available in the data Note 2: no data correspond g to pipe structure is available. Hence for existing structure bid price is calculated from corresponding area 4 sided structures using the model Note 3: In the case of existing structure (1.25 CMP) 95% of design discharge (116 cfs) was flowing as roadway discharge.
Joint Where bdprUL is the bid price per unit length ($$/ft), m is slope, c is intercept, and area in ft 2 . Parameter estimates and statistical significance are given in Table 2 .4. RSqaure of model fit is: 0.66 (Fig. 2.3) . Diagnostics of linear model is shown in Fig. 2.4. 2.3.2 Results: General Linear Regression Model for 3-sided structures log 10 (bdprUL)~m Ã (area)zc
Where bdprUL is the bid price per unit length ($$/ft), m is slope, c is intercept, and area in ft 2 . Parameter estimates and statistical significance are given in Table 2 .5. RSqaure of model fit is: 0.40 (Fig. 2.5) . Diagnostics of linear model is shown in Fig. 2.6. 
Discussion
Parameter estimates are found statistically significant for both 4-sided and 3-sided structures. Better model fit (RSqaure 5 0.66) is found in 4-sided structures compared to 3-sided structures (RSqaure 5 0.40). Four sided structure model provided conservative estimate of saving in 3 out of 4 structures shown in Table 2 .2. Further investigation is needed to account for yearly inflation rate, and total length of culvert in the bid price model. 
